Arcadia Station Mission 10301.20

Cast and Crew:
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(CSO) Commander Shu'do Washudoin: Gus Calder
(CEO) Lieutenant Junior Grade Lan Hoyt: Jason Rehberg
(CIV) Ensign Mrlr: Beth Kelley
(CMO) Ensign D'han Julline: Trish Bennett

Absent:
(CTO) Lieutenant Junior Grade Billy Powers: Christopher Dickinson

Supporting Cast (NPCs):
Nurse Betty: Trish Bennett
Duty OPS: Brett Lynam
Orderly: Trish Bennett
Doctor Myra: Trish Bennett
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Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "Family Business - Part 3">>>>

XO_Danforth says:
::lying in the biobed, hoping the CMO gives permission to leave sickbay soon...but not betting on it::

CIV_Mrlr says:
::sitting patiently on a bio bed waiting for the doctor to look at her.  Holds her tail gently hoping that no more fur will fall out::

CMO_D`han says:
::sees the children are stable, walks over to Danforth:: XO: What happened out there?

XO_Danforth says:
CMO: Julinne, do you think I can return to duty now?

CSO_Washudoin says:
:: Standing at his station looking at the incoming sensor readings, watching over Operations::

XO_Danforth says:
CMO: Well, it's a long story.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::in a fresh uniform walking to wards the Infirmary::

XO_Danforth says:
CMO: You mean to tell me you weren't being fed the transmission?

Host CO_Claymore says:
::riding in the turbolift:: *CSO*: How are things up there Commander?

CMO_D`han says:
::looks a bit upset at Danforth for using her personal name without permission:: XO: Just because you and I had pie does not give you license to use my personal name. D'han, please.

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO* Everything is in top shape Sir.

CMO_D`han says:
XO: It might surprise you what we don't get informed of down here.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::walks into the infirmary and stands in the doorway seeing if she notices him::

Host Duty OPS says:
*CO*: Captain, scanners indicate that the freighter's course will take it into a major shipping lane.  I understand it is supposed to explode before then, but...

XO_Danforth says:
::feels a bit reprimanded and not sure why, but defers to the CMO in her element::  CMO: Of course, Doctor.

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: Only family and loved ones, Sir, can use a Bajoran’s given name ::smiles::

XO_Danforth says:
::smiles up at her in a charming way::  CMO: But you have to admit it was good pie.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks around at the busy sickbay for a nurse or a doctor that isn't busy:: All: Excuse me ...but could I get someone to look at me.  I am feeling quite nauseous.

CMO_D`han says:
XO: Yes it was good pie. ::turns and smiles at Lan:: CEO: Nice to see you are out.

XO_Danforth says:
::looks up at Mr. Hoyt:: CEO: Good to see you, Mr. Hoyt!  You're our new Chief Engineer aren't you?

Host CO_Claymore says:
*CSO*: Check with the Thomas, see if they are available yet to clean up that little mess.

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: That I am sir...and I understand that you took three runnabouts and had a little fun with them eh?

Nurse Betty says:
CIV: Please, step this way. ::guides her to a biobed::

CEO_Hoyt says:
::walks in and the doors closes behind::

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO* Understood Sir

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Yes...something I think I'll rethink on our next mission.  I'm sorry I can't get up to greet you properly, but the good doctor won't let me out yet.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::turbolift stops::

CIV_Mrlr says:
::follows the Nurse and holds up her tail:: Betty: Do you think that you can do something to stop the loss of fur?

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: No worries sir...she gives out a little tough love sometimes ::smiles at D'han::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::walks out towards the Infirmary::

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: She certainly does.  At least the tough part. ::smiles::

CSO_Washudoin says:
:: Sends out a COMM to the Thomas requesting it's time to clean up the problem with the freighter::

XO_Danforth says:
::overhears Ensign Mrlr:: CIV: Miss Mrlr, I think your fur looks just fine.

CMO_D`han says:
::smirks over hearing the boys and approaches the CIV on the biobed, looks at her readings:: CIV: A hyronalin injection should help considerably.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::enters the Infirmary a few turns later--- looks around::

CMO_D`han says:
::injects Mrlr with Hyronalin::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Thomas scrambles to secure from dock and get underway.

CEO_Hoyt says:
ALL: Captain on deck!

CMO_D`han says:
::hears someone enter sickbay:: CO: Greetings, Captain.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::snaps to attention::

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks over as she hops up on the biobed and smiles:: XO: Thank you sir.

XO_Danforth says:
::notices the Captain:: CO: Sorry, sir.  I'd get up, but Doctor D'han insists I remain in this bed.

Host CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Only during ceremonies, thank you.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO :As you wish Captain ::chuckles a bit::

Nurse Betty says:
CIV: Unfortunately that will have to grow back, but the hyronalin will prevent more from falling out.

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: Doctor. XO: Then listen to her, that's one of the things you learn as an Exec, doctors are right.

Host Brett says:
Action: Several of the Admiral's staff are "trapped" on the Thomas as it leaves dock and heads out.  Duty OPS clears the way and the Intrepid exits the station.

CMO_D`han says:
::nods affirming what the XO said, then nods affirming what the CO said:

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO*: Sir, the Thomas is underway.

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: Notice she didn't even say anything to me sir? What did I do eh? ::whispers what he just said::

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: We're off duty, Miss Mrlr.  You can call me...Commander. ::chuckles at his little joke::  Or Chris.  When we're off duty.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks over at the CO as she gets an injection and then smiles gratefully at the nurse:: Betty: Thank you.

CIV_Mrlr says:
XO: ::grins:: Then thank you...Chris.

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: Sorry.... lots of people in my sickbay... I appreciate you educating Danforth on Bajoran.... culture. ::smiles::

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: How are your patients?

XO_Danforth says:
::whispers back to the CEO:: CEO: A woman's mind can be as mysterious and beautiful as the Kindarian Seas.  And just as deadly if provoked in the wrong manner.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::bows:: CMO: My pleasure D'han....I mean doctor

CMO_D`han says:
CO: Recovering, mostly. The children are stable at present, but I expect the boy to lose his liver.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::whispers:: XO: You don’t know the half of it sir. You don’t know the half of it.

XO_Danforth says:
::saddened to hear that the boy may lose his liver::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::looks around and notices all the people:: CMO: Are you available to talk in a more private location?

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks over at the small little bodies on the other biobeds and then gets up and walks over towards them.  Stands looking sadly at the children and wonders that such little beings could be hooked up to so many machines::

CEO_Hoyt says:
::stops and thinks for a second::

CMO_D`han says:
CO: They are presently.... ::pauses:: Certainly... my office?

Host CO_Claymore says:
::nods and waits for the CMO to lead::

Nurse Betty says:
::comes over with the hand bioregeneration unit for Mrlr's tail::

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: You know, I never asked you if you had a more informal name.  Do others simply call you Mrlr?  I'm not that well educated in the ways of your culture and would hate to insult you the way I just did the doctor.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::gets a thoughtful look on his face and wonders:: XO: It's to sad about those kids isn't it sir?

Orderly says:
::checks on Danforth's bioregeneration collar::

CMO_D`han says:
::leads the Captain to her office:: CO: Please, have a seat. ::goes to the chair behind her desk:: What can I do for you?

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Yes, it is.  But thankfully, ::looks up at the orderly::  Orderly: Thank you.  CEO: But thankfully, they will have a good chance to live.  I just don't know what kind of life they will wake up to.

CIV_Mrlr says:
XO: Just Mrlr will do for all occasions when not called by my rank.  I know that many of my kind have several names but I was only given one when I was found as a child.

Nurse Betty says:
CEO: Why are you here? Didn't D'han treat your injuries in the brig?

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: It looks like the Boy is worse.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::sits down:: CMO: I take it that Danforth, Mrlr, and Powers will recover fully?

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse: Captain told me to report here after my release.

CSO_Washudoin says:
:: Notices a Ferengi freighter on an intercept course with the freighter, ETA twenty minutes. ::

CMO_D`han says:
CO: They will,

Nurse Betty says:
CEO: Why?

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: Oh?  Who found you?

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse: More then likely a check up before returning to duty.

Orderly says:
:: nods at the XO, makes notes and moves away::

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Yes, the boy does look the worse for wear, but I'm hoping they both come out of it alright.

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: Good, I should have specified when I sent them out to stop by here first on the way out. ::looks down and closes eyes trying not to picture the children:: and the children, you said they were stable?

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO:I have an idea commander...You know I am a Minaran.

Nurse Betty says:
CEO: Ah... right then. ::calls over Myra::

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO* Sir, a Ferengi vessel has altered it's course to intercept the "Family Business" I have notified the Thomas.

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse: No...I'll wait till D'han is available.

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Yes, I remember your bio coming over.  Are your personal powers of healing strong?

Host CO_Claymore says:
*CSO*: I'll be there in a moment, for now let Captain Clay take lead on the issue.

CMO_D`han says:
CO: I have the life support units on standby should their organs fail. But the transfusions and the hyronalin should take care of any potential furthering of damage. I just need to repair the damage done.

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse: I have some things to say to her. XO: About as powerful as my father’s were...and he could do some amazing things. 

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO*: Understood

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks at the nurse and thanks her for the unit and then goes to the stool near the little girl's bed.  Sets the unit up for her tail and then looks over the little girl towards the XO's bed as she sits down:: XO: I was found adrift in an escape pod when I was a kitten.  Merchant marines found me.

Nurse Betty says:
<nurse betty> CEO: Very well. ::waives off the other doctor::

CEO_Hoyt says:
::walks over to the office door and rings the chime::

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: Well, Mrlr, you'll have to tell me more.  It sounds like you've led a quite interesting life.  How did the marines pick the name Mrlr for you?

Host Brett says:
Action: The Thomas warps after the Family Business and warns the Ferengi ship off.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::carefully touches a part of the little girl's hand that was not bandaged or burnt and starts to purr quietly:: XO: Because that was the sound I made when they first opened the pod.

CSO_Washudoin says:
::Contacts the Thomas about the situation, tells Clay it's his::

XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Well, if the Doctor allows it, I'm sure that the children would benefit greatly from your powers.  Have you tried them on radiation before?

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: The damage done... Doctor, I'm going to come out and say it, I'm concerned that the XO may have acted inappropriately, would you have anything to say to this.

CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: No sir I haven't. That is why I would want to do it in the comfort of sickbay of course.

CMO_D`han says:
CO: I don't know what happened out there, or what the circumstances are.

Nurse Betty says:
::somewhat alarmed::

XO_Danforth says:
::smiles at the CIV's story:: CIV: Sounds appropriate.  Who were your adoptive parents then?  Where did they raise you?

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse Betty: Are either of the children in danger of ding?

Host Brett says:
Action: After several terse comments back and forth, the Ferengi vessel returns to its original course and the Thomas moves into position to deal with the freighter.

Doctor Myra says:
::checks Mrlr:: CIV: You are well enough to return to duty if you wish.

Nurse Betty says:
CEO: I don't think so at this time. The main concern is the repair of the damage done.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::walks over to the beds on which the children are on and just looks:: Nurse: I see...but can it be repaired by surgery or something else?

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: I'm not certain, I do know that the children were within stasis pods, it will have to be investigated, that's all I know. I'd like you to submit any report on their condition.

CIV_Mrlr says:
Doctor Myra: Thank you Doctor.  Do you mind if I stay here for a bit until I am needed elsewhere?

Doctor Myra says:
CIV: I do not mind, just stay out of the way please.

CIV_Mrlr says:
XO: I was raised in orphanages among various colonies.  I never had adoptive parents.

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse Betty:I may be able to help one of them. Which is in worse condition? Or are they both the same?

CMO_D`han says:
::blinks a moment stunned :: CO: Understood. ::wonders why Danforth would remove them from stasis::

Nurse Betty says:
<nurse betty> CEO: The boy's liver is quite damaged. His organs took quite a lot of  damage.

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: Did you meet many of your species while living in the orphanages?  It must have been difficult growing up in such strange environments.

CEO_Hoyt says:
Nurse Betty: What about the other child?

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: Thank you ::stands:: That is all I needed for now. Oh, one more thing ::stops from turning around:: I've released Lieutenant Hoyt, he is here for further treatment as you deem fit for any wounds.

Nurse Betty says:
CEO: They are very similar, just the boy has a little more soft tissue damage.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::shakes her head while still purring and holding the little girl's hand:: XO: I never met anyone from my species until I left the orphanages.  I tried to find my family but could not find a DNA match so I returned to earth and joined the academy.

CMO_D`han says:
::nods:: CO: I treated his injuries in the brig. He should be good to go... but I'll give him the once over.

Host Brett says:
Action: The Thomas backs off from the freighter to a safe distance and fires phasers.  The "Family Business" explodes in a tremendous fireball as the 10,000 tons of deuterium ignite.  The sight is quite impressive and bright, even back at Arcadia millions of kilometers away.

CMO_D`han says:
::stands up and leaves her office for main sickbay::

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO/CMO: May I talk to you both for a minute?

XO_Danforth says:
CIV: Are you still looking for them?

CMO_D`han says:
::looks at her patients, sees Mrlr's been released, the XO still being treated, the children still stable:: CEO: Sure.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::looks back to see the CEO, and nods::

Host Brett says:
<Amanda> ::Stirs and moans quietly.  Opens her eyes slightly and looks up at Mrlr.::  CIV: Kitty?

CSO_Washudoin says:
::Continues to watch the sensors, watching the "Family Business" explode, amazed by the glorious sight of the fireball::

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO: Doctor...the boy is hurt pretty bad correct?

CIV_Mrlr says:
XO: No...I have found that it opened too many mysteries and unanswered questions.

XO_Danforth says:
::looks at Amanda as she makes a sound toward Mrlr::

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: Yes.... ::wonders if he means to do what she thinks he does:: he may lose his liver.

CSO_Washudoin says:
*CO* Sir, the freighter is no more. 

CIV_Mrlr says:
::sees the little girl open her eyes and purrs louder:: Amanda: Shhh...little one. Everything is all right.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain I can help that little boy. If you give me permission to do so.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO:And yes i intend to do what you think i am going to do.

Host Brett says:
<Amanda>  ::Smiles and falls asleep again.::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::raises eyebrow, looks at the Doctor:: CMO: Is there any risk to the Lieutenant?

CMO_D`han says:
::looks worried and concerned:: CEO: There is no need... if his liver fails we can replace it with an artificial one. Why... endanger yourself?

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks around for the nearest doctor and motions over to Nurse Betty:: Betty: Nurse, the little girl was awake briefly...

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO: Because I can help and I want to help...all that needs to be done is put a cortical monitor on me and monitor my vitals. I heal almost twice as fast as anyone else. CO: Captain...I want to do this.

Host Admiral_Smiley says:
::Strides into operations.  ALL: What in the name of the Holy Rings of Betazed is going on out there?!

CMO_D`han says:
CO: there is a lot of risk. Potentially if he does not withdraw his healing powers in time, he could suffer the full extent of the boy's injuries himself. Although Minaran can heal faster and better.... ::still looks worried::

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO: And its in our job description...we help those that are sick and weak. ::looks at the captain::

Host CO_Claymore says:
CMO: You said if the boy's liver failed you would replace it with an artificial organ. Does that have a high success rate?

Nurse Betty  says:
::walks over to the little girl::

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain not only would the liver be fully healed anything else wrong with him would be healed...if not the boy then the girl

CMO_D`han says:
CO: Well, it does, but it could cause potential problems later in his life and potentially with his overall physical development. The artificial liver is not as efficient at removing toxins from the body as a proper liver.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: My body can take it. I know what I can do. My father taught me about all of this before I went to the academy.

CMO_D`han says:
::sighs as she knows that the CEO is probably right:: CO: Although I don't want to down play the risk to Hoyt, if he is successful..... it would help the boy considerably.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::thinks a moment:: CMO: Doctor, I would like to prevent that... CEO: But I don't want to put you at too great of a risk. ::thinks a moment:: CMO: I think I should leave the decision to you, it's a medical one, and I think I'm going to stay out of those.

CSO_Washudoin says:
Admiral: Welcome Sir, how may I assist you today?

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: How comfortable with this are you?

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO:I am very comfortable with it. I know what the risks are ::steps closer to D'han:: I know you care for me somehow...but I want to help that little boy

CSO_Washudoin says:
Admiral: Nothing that the Thomas can't take care of

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: Understood, But I want to closely monitor you.

Host ADM_Smiley says:
CSO: ::Walks over and looks up at the CSO::  I want to know what that explosion was.  I also want to know why several members of my staff were spirited away aboard the Thomas without my knowing about it.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::steps back:: CMO: Understood. One thing I request is that you don't break the link...it will do it by itself.

CMO_D`han says:
::checks on the XO:: XO: Looks like your treatments are done. You should get some rest... but you can return to duty if you wish.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::grabs a stool:: CMO: Ready D'han?

CEO_Hoyt says:
::sits down on it and slides it close to the boy:: CMO: What's his name?

CMO_D`han says:
::gives the CEO a look like she doesn't like the sound of that:: CEO: Alright ::begrudgingly:: The boy's name is Blake.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks over at the CEO and CMO by the boy and wonders what they are doing::

CSO_Washudoin says:
Admiral: Sorry about that Sir, it seemed the runaway freighter was going to enter into a shipping route, so we had the Thomas take care of the danger.

XO_Danforth says:
CMO: Thank you, Doctor.  And I apologize for the misuse of your name earlier.

CMO_D`han says:
XO: I understand. ::smiles:: Please excuse my gruff manner... i get that way when the infirmary is full.

CEO_Hoyt says:
Blake: I am Lan...I'm the chief Engineer of this station. I am going to help you out here okay? This might hurt a little bit.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO: Watch both our vitals...and you may want me to wear a cortical monitor...::smiles::

Host ADM_Smiley says:
::Nods, doesn't look entirely satisfied.::  CSO: I see.  Well, tell Claymore I want a report on my desk by 0900 hours tomorrow.  ::Turns and walks out.::

XO_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, if it's alright with you, I'd like to return to duty.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO/CO:I am ready.

CSO_Washudoin says:
Admiral: Very well Sir, and you have a good day ::telling him on his way out, mumbles something inaudible right after that ::

CMO_D`han says:
::gets the cortical monitor/stimulator and places it on the CEO then pulls his readings up and places it on a side by side display on a nearby console::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::decides not to stay and watch because he doesn't like medical things, turns to the XO:: XO: You'll have to ask the medical staff to be released, I can't do that.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CMO: Ready?

CIV_Mrlr says:
::looks down at the sleeping girl and then back up towards the XO and CO:: CO/XO: I should return also.  I'm certain there are many things I can help with.

CMO_D`han says:
::nods to CEO::

CEO_Hoyt says:
::places one hand on the boys head and one on his abdomen, closes his eyes and concentrates::

Host CO_Claymore says:
CIV: The same about being released goes for you. XO/CIV: If I have to follow medical orders, everyone else shall too ::grins::

Host ADM_Smiley says:
Action: The CEO lays his hands on the boy and closes his eyes.  Almost immediately, the boy's condition begins to improve.  His burns fade and his breathing and pulse grow stronger.  By contrast, burns appear on Hoyt's body and face and he grimaces in pain. As the link continues, Blake's vital signs approach normal, while Hoyt's begin to falter.

CMO_D`han says:
::watches the readings carefully::

CEO_Hoyt says:
::eyes shut tighter::

XO_Danforth says:
CO: Well, then I'll head back to work.  The Doctor gave me the okay.

CMO_D`han says:
Nurse: Betty... I want you to be ready.... give him hyronalin now.

CIV_Mrlr says:
::grins:: CO: I agree, sir, except that I have already been released.  I was just sitting by her while she was restless. ::looks back at the little girl::

Nurse Betty says:
::injects the CEO with hyronalin::

Host ADM_Smiley says:
Action: As Blake opens his eyes, the CEO collapses off the stool and onto the floor.

XO_Danforth says:
::exits sickbay and heads to the TL as the rest of the people focus on the little girl::

Nurse Betty says:
::gets a few orderlies to help her with the CEO and puts him on a biobed::

Host ADM_Smiley says:
Action: The CEO's heart stops.

CSO_Washudoin says:
:: Makes a note for the CO about the report the Admiral ordered on his desk, adds all his knowledge on the matter ::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::looks at the girl as well, then away slightly:: CIV: Can I speak with you a moment

CMO_D`han says:
::gasps with alarm, initiates the cortical stimulator from her console::

CIV_Mrlr says:
::walks over towards the CO:: CO: Of course, sir.

Host ADM_Smiley says:
Action: The CEO's body twitches, but his heart does not restart.

CMO_D`han says:
::gets a hypo of hyperzine, runs over and injects him with it::

CIV_Mrlr says:
::watches the activity over by the CEO as she stands by the CO waiting for him to speak::

XO_Danforth says:
::enters operations and notices the CSO at the command::

XO_Danforth says:
CSO: Mr. Washudoin, report.

Host Brett says:
Action: Suddenly, Hoyt's body arches and he gasps.  His body begins to heal the damage, but he is still critical.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::eyes open wide and then shut again::

CSO_Washudoin says:
:: Looks at the XO:: XO: Ah yes Sir, everything seems to be in order now, we had a slight incident with the "Family Business" but it was taken care of.

Host CO_Claymore says:
::was distracted by the action around the CEO:: CIV: I'm sorry, he said that wouldn't happen.

CMO_D`han says:
::breathes a sigh of relief:: Self: Whew.

XO_Danforth says:
CSO: Explain, Mr. Washudoin.  What incident are you referring to?

CIV_Mrlr says:
::shakes her head:: CO: I've only seen one other Minaran do that but the injuries were not as severe.

Host Brett says:
<Blake> ::Sits up and looks around, confused.::

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: Lan.... don't you dare ever do that again.

Host CO_Claymore says:
CIV: Anyway, I wanted to ask if you were up to a promotion to a department head?

CSO_Washudoin says:
XO: It was heading into a busy shipping lane and was going to be endangering the other vessels, so the Thomas had to take care of it, It was quite a sight to see.

CMO_D`han says:
<Nurse Betty> CMO: The boy is awake

CIV_Mrlr says:
CO: Sir?

CEO_Hoyt says:
::groggly:: CMO: Hey... did I do it?

CMO_D`han says:
CEO: Yes... ::smiles at him:: Now get some rest.

Host CO_Claymore says:
CIV: I need an Operations Manager, you have the qualifications.

Host Brett says:
<Blake> ALL: Mom?  Dad?  ::Looks around, more frantically.  Sees his sister on a bed and others also injured.::

XO_Danforth says:
CSO: I can only imagine.  I can't wait to read about it in your report.

CEO_Hoyt says:
::extremely worn out:: CMO: Why not? ::laughs a little bit:: CO: Lieutenant Hoyt reporting for duty sir? ::laughs a little::

CSO_Washudoin says:
XO: Oh and what a grand report it will be :: Laughs a bit ::

Host CO_Claymore says:
::looks over at the CEO, then at the CMO:: CEO: I think rest first.

CIV_Mrlr says:
CO: Can I have a little time to think about that, sir?  I know I've done some OPS but I was more trained towards the tactical and engineering.

CEO_Hoyt says:
CO:Aye sir ::lies his head back down::

CMO_D`han says:
CO: I quite agree. ::smirk, thinks: Hoyt is a bold one.,...::

Host CO_Claymore says:
CIV: Take your time.

Host Brett says:
<Blake> ::Begins to cry::  Mom?  Dad?

Host Brett says:
<<<<End Mission>>>>

